Corneal transplantation and infectious hepatitis

EDITOR,—I enjoyed reading the insightful review by Badenoch on the risks of transmission of the hepatitis virus in corneal transplantation. Among his conclusions, he pointed out that in geographical areas where there is a high prevalence of hepatitis B virus (HBV) infection and a scarcity of corneal graft material, an eye bank might be tempted to offer corneas from hepatitis B surface antigen (HBsAg) positive donors to HBV antibody (anti-HBs) positive recipients. He recommended that these issues should only be used in an absolute emergency because of the as yet inadequate understanding of the transmission and pathogenesis of HBV and hepatitis D virus (HDV) infection.

In Hong Kong, as well as in some other places, the risk of transmitting HBV from HBsAg positive donors to HBsAg or anti-HBs positive recipients is considered to be so small that kidneys from HBsAg positive donors are frequently used for transplantation.2,3 Good long term results have been reported in HBsAg negative patients who received kidneys from HBsAg positive donors.3

Furthermore, the chance of viral transmission in transplantation of the avascular corneal tissues is probably much smaller than in the vascular organs. For example, AIDS is readily transmitted in the transplantation of vascular organs such as liver, kidney, and heart but no cases of transmission of the disease via corneal transplantation have been reported.4

The recommendation from Badenoch must be treated with caution in places like Hong Kong, Taiwan, the southern part of China and the Philippines where there is a high prevalence of HBsAg carriers (about 10–15%) and a low cornea donation rate. Implementation of such a policy would further exaggerate the delay of corneal transplantation to blind patients. The chance of HBV infection through corneal transplantation is so small that the risk is probably outweighed by the prolonged suffering endured by patients with poor vision and poor quality of life.

For patients who have not been exposed to HBV, transplantation of corneas from HBV positive donors is best avoided. Nevertheless, vaccination and seroconversion of these patients' and their positive status may allow them to take the option of receiving HBsAg positive donor tissues. In patients who are already anti-HBs positive, a booster dose of HBV vaccine to enhance their immune response before the corneal transplantation may further minimise the chance of getting HBV infection.

In geographic areas where the corneal tissues are abundant, I agree that corneas from donors known to be HBV positive should not be used for transplantation. However, before the results of a large and well designed study to evaluate the actual risks of using corneas from HBsAg positive donors to HBsAg or anti-HBs positive recipients are available, it is premature to recommend that these corneal tissues should be routinely discarded in all centres.
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Orbital lymphoma in systemic sarcoidosis

EDITOR,—Sarcoidosis is a systemic granulomatous disease of unknown origin, which may affect the lacrimal gland. The onset of a bilateral lacrimal gland enlargement in a patient with histology proved sarcoidosis is, therefore, generally considered as a sign of orbital involvement.

However, sarcoidosis is also characterised by a higher incidence of lymphoma ("sarcoidosis lymphoma syndrome"),1 and the occurrence of biopsy can considerably delay the recognition of an associated lymphoma. In September 1992, an 82-year-old woman was referred for the evaluation of painless proptosis, with bilateral lacrimal gland enlargement, which had arisen in 1987, with no inflammatory signs (Fig 1). As the patient had suffered since 1977 from biopsy proved pulmonary sarcoidosis, the orbital masses had been ascribed presump-
tively to sarcoidosis. Computed tomography scan revealed in both orbits well defined masses, moulding to the orbital walls, to the optic nerve, and to extraocular muscles, involving both lacrimal glands and enhancing after contrast administration (Fig 2).

Left orbital biopsy revealed a small cell diffuse lymphocytic lymphoma (low grade). Systemic staging was negative. Orbital radiotherapy (3500 cGy) obtained complete remission at last follow up (April 1995).

The present report is the first regarding an orbital lymphoma complicating sarcoidosis. The relation between these two affection is unclear. Both diseases are characterised by immunological abnormalities and, in sarcoidosis, an increased activity and a polyclonal growth of T cells is demonstrated.2 Although orbital lymphomas are generally constituted by monoclonal B cell proliferations, orbital reactive lymphoid hyperplasia is, in fact, a polyclonal lesion characterised by a majority of T cells (60%), which may finally evolve into a B-cell lymphoma.3

As the present case shows, lymphoma may mimic lacrimal gland sarcoidosis and biopsy is needed for differential diagnosis. The computed tomogram finding of extracanal masses is very uncommon in sarcoidosis, and represents a stronger indication for biopsy.
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Reducing bias during intraocular pressure measurement

EDITOR,—Intraocular pressure (IOP) measurement may be subject to a previously undescribed source of measurement bias. A simple modification of the Haag-Streit 900 slit-lamp will remove this source of error.

The existence of bias during IOP measurement has been documented already. Digit preference, especially for even numbers, was demonstrated for Goldmann applanation tonometry by Hollows and Graham.1 They also described the decision effect—that is, when an observer has to choose between normal and abnormal leading to a relative deficiency of 21 mm Hg readings. We suggest a simple and rapid method to reduce one source of measurement bias.

When using the Goldmann tonometer, measurement bias can occur not just at the
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